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A 'Delightful' Look Into Trial Life
'The Big Cut' is a "delightful escapade into the life of a fictional dynamic New York trial lawyer, Johnny Ocean, who is brought into a difficult case."
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Most lawyer books are either a trip through the writer’s successful cases, such as Louis Nizer’s My Life in Court, or a “how to” book,
such as the classic by Wellman, The Art of Cross Examination. Rarely do lawyers effectively stray from telling a factual narrative, but
with The Big Cut, Aaron Richard Golub has plunged into the world of Chinese gangsters, sexy women and corrupt officials in a vivid
novel every trial lawyer will enjoy.

While I had read press clippings about Richard and his Sikh assistant over the years, I first met Richard in person in a highly publicized
case where he represented a disgruntled wife who had sued my client, a resident of Monaco, for divorce in New York and had tried to
attach his vast art collection as part of the New York proceedings. I recall his junior partner telling me early on that Richard was virtually
invincible, that he was the most brilliant lawyer in New York and that if I had a brain, I would sue for peace instantly. After we argued
the case before Justice Robert R. Reed in New York State Supreme Court, Richard approached me in the hallway and we
complimented each other on the oral argument. We didn’t know at that point who had prevailed, but the judge remarked to the crowded
courtroom that he had been “bamboozled” by the moving papers when he had granted a temporary injunction, so I felt pretty good
about our prospects. Richard and I became friends and while not always agreeing, we have enjoyed working together on other cases
and knowing one another ever since. I suspect that this is not atypical of how trial lawyers get to know one another and become
friends.

When Richard told me that he had written a book, I assumed it was going to be one of those typical lawyer books, but I found it on
Amazon and ordered a copy. It is also available on Kindle. It turned out to be a delightful escapade into the life of a fictional dynamic
New York trial lawyer, Johnny Ocean, who is brought into a difficult case in Surrogate’s Court involving a $170 million transfer to the
now-deceased husband of the client, Pandora, where the transferor’s surviving sister and sole heir is seeking to recover the money
claiming it was a loan to Pandora’s late husband. This book is not a sleepy saga of a contested estate case but rather the pages come
alive.

Johnny’s client is elusive, not meeting with Johnny for a variety of reasons, all of which are revealed in the final moments of the book.
Other characters include a Chinese gangster, Ling, whose henchmen first shoot our hero lawyer and later kidnap him and plot his
murder. He is told to abandon the trial, but just like I ignored the advice I had been given when I first met Richard Golub, Johnny
marches forward regardless of his personal safety. At that point the reader has no notion of exactly why Ling is intent upon terminating
the litigation (and its litigator). Ling’s daughter Y appears, and Johnny falls madly in love with her and pursues her in a manner that
would make a dime store novel reader blush, but their relationship is terminated prematurely by a well-placed bullet to her neck—a
morning-after pill neither had anticipated. I was not quite sure why Y was part of the equation except to show that the author has blood
flowing through all parts of his body. Johnny then hires a private investigator, recognizable to those of us who have ever hired one, who
complicates matters and ultimately becomes a pivotal player.
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Meanwhile, Johnny is well cared for by his loyal turbaned Sikh servant/savant, K. K makes sure that his boss is comfortable and
protected. He has a network of Sikh friends who help and each of them carries a dagger in his turban as is the custom among the
Sikhs. Furthermore, a rottweiler named Barkis is also part of Johnny’s personal defense team and springs into action when needed at
the moment Ling’s thugs are about to do their dirty work, making us all into dog lovers.

The most engaging part of the story begins when Johnny finally gets into the courtroom. The author after all is a consummate trial
lawyer. While the novel is fiction, the author is clearly knowledgeable about the material, as his real-life assistant had let me know up
front. The characters in the trial include a crooked judge, an opposing lawyer who is relying on pre-determined justice to play out in his
favor and the testimony of the plaintiff, who is not firing on all cylinders. Her doctor occupies a front row seat and shows an unusual
interest in the case. The doctor’s medications have evidently been affecting the testimony of the lady who is demanding the money
back. The testimony and realistic court scenes are riveting. The denouement is ultimately unexpected and shocking.

Any reader of this Journal will appreciate the fine points of the trial and the fun and turmoil that Johnny faces in overcoming obstacles
of every kind. The cross-examination of the expert handwriting analyst is particularly fun. As his first legal thriller, Mr. Golub does a
masterful job and this book is above all an entertaining and erudite depiction of New York City, life in the New York courts and on the
Upper East Side, with a pace, excitement and humor that makes it a very pleasant read. I recommend it as a great holiday gift.

Peter E. Bronstein practices matrimonial law at Bronstein Van Veen.


